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Definitional Issues

• “Community” masks complexity.
  – Multidimensional scaling issue

• “Adaptive” connotes everything from muddling through and trial and error to active experimental management.
  – Darwinian connotation: accommodation to circumstances.
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Motivations for community-based

• **Alignment**: scales of management to scales at which people “interact” with resources.

• **Inclusion** of stakeholders in management processes... “shared governance.”
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Toward smaller scales of engagement
Impacts are a subset of effects arising from recognized events or interactions pertaining to wildlife and evaluated by stakeholders as sufficiently important to warrant management attention.
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Fish and Wildlife Management

Habitat Dynamics
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Thoughts...

- **Impact orientation** shifts concentration away from only manipulating animal populations.

- **Impact orientation encourages integration of HD** rather than a tag-on to accommodate to the environment.

- **Adaptability improved by shortened lags** between intervention and realization – facilitated by impact orientation.
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